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Abstract Consider network meta-analysis in a small number of studies
that cannot hold a nominal confidence level. A bias adjustment method
using bootstrap has been proposed by Noma et al. (2018). However, this
approach has three problematic aspects: (1) the confidence intervals
cannot be expressed in closed form, and one also has to be derived by a
numerical approach. (2) Because they did not identify the mechanism of
the bias in the confidence intervals, they had to use a computational
method such as bootstrap method. Consequently, it remains unclear why
the bias occurs and how it should be is adjusted. (3) The bootstrap
calculation takes too much time to numerically solve the maximum
likelihood estimator or restricted maximum likelihood estimator, as m sets
of bootstrap samples need to be generated and 𝑚 maximum likelihood
(ML) or restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimators need to be
calculated.
Our proposed method can analytically derive Bartlett-type corrections
for the Wald, Likelihood Ratio, and Score test statistics when nuisance
parameters are estimated by not only the ML method but also the REML
method. We can derive the explicit confidence intervals for all three test
statistics. In addition, by applying the parametric bootstrap to the
adjusted test statistics, the higher order correction can be obtained.

Principle findings We propose the three novel achievements that
formulate the confidence intervals, identify the bias mechanism, and
decrease the calculation time for deriving Bartlett-type adjustment terms.
Specifically, we made the the following innovations.
1. We formulate the three explicit confidence intervals of Wald, Likelihood

ratio (LR), and Score test statistic using ML and REML estimator for
nuisance parameters. This formulation helps to clarify the bias
mechanism or derive explicit Bartlett- type correction terms.

2. We derive the explicit Bartlett-type correction terms via the asymptotic
expansion. Here, we make improvements on the results of Kojima and
Kubokawa (2013). In other words, we also derive the Bartlett-type
correction of LR using the REML estimator.

3. We do not have to numerically calculate the Bartlett correction terms,
and the calculation time can be reduced to 1 over 𝑚 relative to the
method with 𝑚 bootstrap samples.

Conclusion Through the simulation, we confirmed that the confidence intervals
of the three test statistics with Bartlett-type adjustment were improved.
In this research, we derived the three explicit confidence intervals and the
explicit Bartlett-type correction terms via the asymptotic expansion, In addition,
we do not have to numerically calculate the Bartlett correction terms.
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